
Welch Allyn Connex®

Vitals Management (VM) Software



Welch Allyn Connex Vitals Management Software is the backbone of the EVD System that automates the  
vitals documentation process to eliminate manual steps and the errors that go with them. No more handwritten 
notes, transcription errors, misidentified patients, and delays in getting vital signs into patient records.

With Connex VM Software integrated into your EMR, users can document accurate patient data right from the  
bedside—so your staff can have access to patient data anytime, anywhere. This allows clinicians to identify  
abnormal vital signs more quickly—and take action before a minor issue becomes a major problem.

Give clinicians access to accurate vitals information 
anytime, anywhere.

 > Makes documentation significantly faster and easier

 > Ensures that accurate vitals are entered into the correct  
  patient’s record

 > Allows staff to quickly recognize changes in patient health

 > Improves communication between caregivers

 > Enables wired and wireless connectivity

 > Provides flexible HL7 and ADT interfaces

Connex VM Software helps you  
streamline patient care.

Why choose Connex VM Software to document your vital signs?
 > An end-to-end solution that provides access to accurate vital signs data

 > Offers the widest range of workflows, so you can customize it to the way your staff works

 > Acts as a backup data repository, so you have access to vital signs anytime,  
  anywhere—even when your EMR is not available

 >   Interfaces using industry-standard methods (such as HL7) to provide accurate results  
to your information system

 >  Enables you to customize the interface and application to meet your facility’s needs

 > Works with existing Welch Allyn devices, so you can make the most of your investment

 >  Dramatically reduces errors by providing bidirectional patient identification and  
  eliminating manual transcription

 >  Improves patient safety with bar code-driven processes for accurate patient identification

 > Saves hours of documentation time daily, so clinicians can spend more time with patients



Connex VM Software easily adapts to your current vital signs documentation  
process. It helps streamline patient care by eliminating manual documentation  
and automatically sending the data to an EMR—helping your staff become more  
productive. No vitals solution offers more workflow options than Connex VM  
Software, so you can choose the one that’s right for you and your current IT  
infrastructure and network.

Welch Allyn Connex VM Software is a smart choice  
today and into the future.
No matter where you are with EMR adoption, Connex VM Software  
can improve your vital signs capture process as you move toward  
complete electronic documentation. And if you already use  
an EMR, Connex integrates into your existing system.*
*Please contact your Welch Allyn representative for system requirements and compatibility.

Wireless | Transmit vitals wirelessly anytime, anywhere, without a computer—fast and easy  
to use.

One per bed | The ultimate in infection prevention and efficiency—send data through Ethernet, 
wireless, or computer.

Mobile computer | Capture vitals with your mobile computers—start vitals capture and transfer 
readings, full documentation, and alert values. 

Batch upload | Quickly review and import vitals to any networked computer when wireless is  
not an option. 

Monitoring | Document bedside monitoring through a range of options from wireless,  
Ethernet, or computer connectivity. 

Triage | Capture vitals using a triage computer—ideal when mobility is not required.

Plus, Connex VM Software works with a range of devices, including the Welch Allyn  
Connex® Vital Signs Monitor, Vital Signs Monitor 300 Series, Spot Vital Signs,®  
and Spot Vital Signs LXi.

How does Connex VM Software work?  
Whatever way you need to.

Connex VM Software helps you  
streamline patient care.



To learn how Connex Vitals Management Software can help you make documenting vitals more accurate and efficient, contact  
your Welch Allyn representative or call 1.800.535.6663 to speak with a customer representative. For a customized value analysis,  
visit www.welchallyn.com/connex.

An important part of the revolutionary Connex Electronic Vitals 
Documentation (EVD) System.
As the leader in frontline care, only Welch Allyn offers a complete, end-to-end solution 
designed specifically for noncritical care settings such as medical/surgical floors.  
In addition to Connex VM Software, the Connex EVD System also includes:

 >  The Connex Vital Signs Monitor, an easy-to-use wireless device that provides complete  
documentation on a single screen.

 >  The ergonomically designed Accessory Cable Management Stand, with its unique accessory  
storage and cable management system. 

 >   Welch Allyn Partners in Care Services,™ for comprehensive support services that include  
installation, integration, and the Welch Allyn Service Tool that enables remote diagnostics  
for your devices. 
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